Star Putter, the putting tool
I have shared my continuous love/hate relationship with the putting aspect of the
game, and recently have just hit rock-bottom, so much that it is beyond despair and
into ridiculousness. My last two rounds were so dismal on the greens that it was nearly
laughable, if it weren’t so sad.
But that’s all changing, thanks to a very small little device invented by a very bright lady
named Rita Shuenemann. I met Rita and her husband last weekend at a golf expo in
San Antonio. She is a very successful teaching pro who has devised a putting training
aid that is absolutely amazing in its simple brilliance. The STAR Putter is an alignment
tool that I can attest really works. Check it out at www.starputter.com. Here’s my
testimonial about how good this device is.
Over the past couple of months, I have become completely unable to make short putts.
Anything under ten feet and I go epileptic. The shorter the putt, the worse it is. I know
that the yips begin by having your fundamentals so sour . . . then you miss a few . . .
then you lose your confidence . . . then you can’t make any. So Rita gave me a STAR
and I took it to the practice green Tuesday afternoon. I set it up at a straight putt of
four feet and proceeded to make 90 in a row!!! I was blown away. I did the same
Wednesday afternoon, stopping at 70, and again yesterday with the same result.
When I removed the STAR from the drill, I made 60 in a row!! I’m not saying I’m totally
“cured”, but appear to be healing nicely. I can assure you that I will use the STAR in
my putting warm-ups before every round from now on. Thanks Rita!

